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THE NEW TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

Technology assessment is not a new phenomenon in medicine. The most able and conscientious physicians have always sought to understand the effects of the interventions they apply.1 With the development of clinical research, attempts to establish safety and efficacy became more systematic and scientific, culminating in the crown jewel of traditional technology assessment, the randomized clinical trial.

The determination of safety and efficacy remains an essential element of technology assessments, but in recent years such assessments have broadened in scope. They now encompass the measurement of effectiveness, considerations of quality of life and patients’ preferences,2,3 and especially the evaluation of costs and benefits.4 Although such assessments were published as early as the mid-1970s, widespread interest in the new type of technology assessment has flourished only recently, stimulated by concern about the quality, effectiveness, and escalating cost of health care.5,6 When Congress passed and the President signed the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989, the prospect of more influential, better-funded technology assessments was created; the act called for almost $600 million to be spent over the next five years to support research on the outcomes, effectiveness, and appropriateness of medical care. Private foundations also believe that technology assessment can make important contributions to American health care, and they have allocated tens of millions of dollars to this activity.

Admiration for the new technology assessment is not universal. Many practicing physicians believe it will further erode their ability to practice as they deem best; similarly, medical researchers, pharmaceutical manufacturers, and producers of medical devices fear that it will inhibit the development and diffusion of new forms of technology. These fears may be justified, but the new technology assessment is here to stay and will probably have a large effect on medical practice. It is therefore imperative for physicians and the producers of health care technology — along with others who aspire to find the best uses for health dollars — to try to understand and improve it. To do so, it is necessary to know how the new technology assessment differs from the old type, what is special about it in medicine, what features make an assessment credible, and when one should be performed. Most important, we must recognize what an assessment can and cannot do.

WHAT IS NEW ABOUT THE NEW TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT?

The most striking differences between the new and the old forms of technology assessment arise from a broadening of perspective. The old form emphasized the biomedical perspective — that is, the safety and efficacy of an intervention. The new technology assessment, with its broader perspective, is usually conducted by different researchers who apply different methods and seek different data. Because it evaluates a wider spectrum of consequences of health interventions, the new technology assessment is more challenging, more complex, more controversial, and potentially more useful than the old one.

The distinguishing features of the new technology assessment can be discerned in its approach to specific forms of technology. Consider, for instance, a new test for cystic fibrosis7 that detects a mutation in the recently identified gene associated with the disease.8 This test is particularly suited to analysis with the new technology assessment because technical performance is only one of its important characteristics. It is necessary, but not sufficient, to confirm that the test detects the mutation. There are additional questions. How sensitive and specific is the test in various populations? What will families do after they learn that a fetus has tested positive for cystic fibrosis? How do the costs of screening for cystic fibrosis compare with the benefits? What are the ethical implications of using the new test to screen the general population, when even small false positive rates will lead to the abortion of many normal fetuses? Like its predecessor, the new technology assessment explores biomedical characteristics, but it also grapples with broader issues such as these.

As the perspective of technology assessment has changed, so has the identity of the assessors. Initially, assessments were carried out by the scientists and physicians who developed a form of technology or used it in caring for their patients. As formal trials of interventions became more common, biostatisticians and other specialists in the design and performance of clinical trials came to have important roles. With its increased emphasis on costs, quality of life, and patient satisfaction, the new technology assessment continues to draw on the traditional areas of expertise, but the skills of collaborating researchers trained in such disciplines as economics, epidemiology, operations research, and psychometry have been added. These researchers use a wide variety of sources and methods to carry out their evaluations.

There is also a difference in the audience for technology assessment — that is, its consumers. Formerly,
the results were intended primarily for physicians and were communicated in professional journals and at scientific meetings. One goal of the new technology assessment is to influence physicians, but assessments are also frequently addressed to (and undertaken at the behest of) health insurance companies, employers, and government agencies and policy makers. The public, which often learns of the results of assessments through the media, is also an interested and sometimes the intended audience.

**WHAT IS SPECIAL about TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT in MEDICINE?**

Technology assessment in medicine differs from that in most industries in at least three ways. First, the assessment process is technically complex; second, health insurance coverage reduces the patient’s incentive to evaluate the cost effectiveness of forms of technology; and third, the health care industry is highly fragmented, with each company or health care provider controlling only a small share of the total national market.

The complexity of most forms of technology in health care can be appreciated by contrasting them with innovations such as more fuel-efficient automobile engines. The average driver may understand virtually nothing about internal combustion but can readily determine how many more miles per gallon a new engine delivers. In contrast, even an expertly designed clinical trial carried out by experienced investigators may not yield clear-cut, quantitative answers about the effectiveness of a new diagnostic or therapeutic intervention.

Furthermore, if the new engine does save gasoline but increases the cost of the car, the buyer has both the incentive and the ability to determine whether the saving in gasoline is worth the extra cost. Knowing that buyers will make this calculation, automobile manufacturers make it first. Thus, innovations that do not promise to be cost effective are weeded out at an early stage of development. In contrast, under conventional programs of health insurance and reimbursement, “buyers” bear only a fraction of the costs, so health care innovators do not have the incentive to carry out such assessments.

The contrast with automobile manufacturing also obtains with respect to the scale of activity. General Motors, Ford, Toyota, and the like each control a substantial share of the market. When they invest in technology assessment, they stand to benefit directly from the results. Individual physicians, however, lack the incentive or ability to assess new forms of medical technology; any such assessment is at least in part a “public good.” Even the largest insurance companies each account for only a small percentage of the health care market. They are therefore understandably reluctant to pay for large-scale assessments that will benefit all. As a result, the new technology assessment in medicine is funded principally by government agencies, private foundations, and to a far lesser extent, private third-party payers and managed care plans.

Although support for technology assessment from government and foundations is not unique to medicine, the extent of reliance on these funding sources is unusual. But there are alternatives. Health insurance companies might well consider the model provided by the electric-power industry, in which a small portion of each public-utility bill goes to fund the Electric Power Research Institute, a major research organization devoted to the development and especially the assessment of forms of technology related to that industry. If all private health insurers devoted just one penny of each $10 of premium income to technology assessment, $200 million per year would become available for this purpose. Research on this scale, if it leads to changes in practice, could result in annual savings of billions of dollars in health care expenditures.

**WHAT MAKES a GOOD Assessment?**

As the goals of technology assessment in health care have grown more ambitious, its methods have become more sophisticated. They make it possible to answer broad questions even when the data are incomplete, and they can provide greater assurance than simpler methods that the conclusions of a study follow from its data and assumptions. As the studies become more complex, however, the proportion of the audience that feels competent to evaluate the assumptions and methods shrinks, and the potential for misleading readers grows. Thus, many consumers of the new technology assessment rely on more than their own reading of a study for assurances that the analysis is valid. The peer-review process in journal publication, formal processes of committee and organizational review (such as the approval process used by the American College of Physicians in its Clinical Efficacy Assessment Project15), and reviews by groups with opposing interests are all helpful ways for practicing physicians and other decision makers to judge the validity of the conclusions.

Despite these checks, there are two reasons to fear that a complicated analysis may not be valid. First, the investigators may have a conflict of interest that did not become known during the review process. Second, the authors and reviewers may fail to detect errors because of shortcomings in the data, the analysis, or the interpretation of the results. As in established fields of biomedical research, to safeguard against such errors, the evaluation of forms of medical technology depends in part on the integrity, objectivity, carefulness, and expertise of the researchers who conduct it.

The validity of a study, however, depends most on how it is conducted, rather than by whom. The authors of technology assessments often minimize the effect of bias and inadvertent errors by follow-
ing steps similar to those expected of any scientific study. They make available the data used for the analysis, either including it in the report or furnishing it on request. For example, assessments that employ a meta-analysis of randomized, controlled trials\textsuperscript{16-19} often display in detail the data and the criteria for the inclusion of the data sources. In addition, the investigators describe clearly and prominently the assumptions used in the analysis and perform a sensitivity analysis to show the consequences of altering uncertain assumptions. Studies that follow these steps allow knowledgeable readers to reject or confirm the conclusions in a way rarely feasible with laboratory research. Impartiality, critical judgment, expertise in the form of technology discussed and its alternatives, and command of the relevant methods distinguish the best assessors; the best evaluations are complete, explicit, and balanced.

STAGES AND TIMING OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

Technology assessment usually proceeds in three stages, with a progressively wider scope. The first stage focuses on technical characteristics, such as the in vitro antibacterial activity of an antibiotic, the degree of resolution of a scanner, or the short-term safety of a drug. In the second stage, aspects pertaining to the efficacy of a diagnostic or therapeutic technique are usually investigated. Traditional randomized, controlled clinical trials often fall into this category. Sometimes these studies use intermediate or surrogate end points, because the studies are too small or require too much time to detect statistically significant effects on the end points that matter to patients. Studies of diagnostic techniques in this stage often emphasize sensitivity and specificity. In some respects, the comparison of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and ultrasonography for the staging of prostate cancer by Rifkin and colleagues, reported in this issue of the \textit{Journal},\textsuperscript{20} falls into this category.

The third stage of technology assessment, which distinguishes the new technology assessment from the old, focuses on the final outcomes of interest — the clinical, economic, and social end points. Rifkin and colleagues implicitly recognize the importance of this stage. On finding that the positive predictive value of MRI scanning for nodal involvement is disappointingly low, they report that “Whether this percentage is too low to indicate a treatment strategy is unclear and would depend on a weighing of the side effects of biopsy against the benefits of the information thus obtained.”\textsuperscript{21} By making this statement, the authors imply that the next logical step is part of a third-stage assessment: a comprehensive analysis of how the two techniques should be used in the care of patients with prostate cancer. Similarly, third-stage assessments of the use of thrombolytic therapy for myocardial infarction would measure the changes in mortality and disability that result from treatment and relate them to the cost of therapy. Third-stage assessments of cholesterol-lowering medications would evaluate the reduction in heart attacks, angina, and mortality that results from treatment. In addition, some third-stage assessments are beginning to incorporate information about patients’ preferences regarding the multiple effects of health interventions.\textsuperscript{22}

Limitations on the availability of data usually mandate that technology assessment proceeds sequentially from the first stage to the third, but that is not always the case, nor should it be. The developer of a new intervention needs to decide at an early stage whether there is any reasonable expectation that it will substantially alter health outcomes. A new test to detect an untreatable condition, for example, might not affect outcomes even if it was highly sensitive and specific. The developer could perform a third-stage assessment with hypothetical data before exact figures on test performance were available; even a preliminary analysis might reveal that the new diagnostic technique would be unlikely to improve health. Phelps and Mushlin have shown that early assessments can help estimate the value of a technology and determine whether it merits further investigation.\textsuperscript{14} Any stage of a technology assessment could be performed before all the data pertinent to its evaluation become available, although lack of data may limit its value.

Like the traditional technology assessment, the new type must reassess techniques periodically as new data about safety and efficacy become available, as the technique is used for new indications, or as the intervention itself changes.\textsuperscript{22} For example, the declining level of exposure to radiation needed to perform mammography makes that procedure more attractive as a screening test. Reevaluation is more important for the new technology assessment, however, since unlike the traditional assessment, the new form considers changes in other factors, such as cost, that make a technique more or less desirable. The Health Care Financing Administration rejected the practice of making extra payments to hospitals that used recombinant tissue-type plasminogen activator (TPA) to treat patients with a myocardial infarction. Advocates of TPA claimed that it was more effective, or safer, than the chief alternative (streptokinase), but at the time of the decision TPA cost nearly 10 times as much as the least expensive alternative. Many observers thought that if TPA had been priced lower, it would have been selected as the thrombolytic agent of choice. A change in the price of a thrombolytic agent or any other form of technology changes its cost effectiveness — a consideration that is fundamental to the new but not the traditional technology assessment.

WHAT TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT CAN AND CANNOT DO

Efforts to contain costs and monitor the quality of medical care rely increasingly on formal technology assessment.\textsuperscript{23,24} By helping to define appropriate care, such assessment is often instrumental in the develop-
ment of health policy and the setting of reimbursement guidelines. An unequivocal assessment, whether in a randomized, controlled clinical trial or a comprehensive "new" assessment, can promote the dissemination or rejection of a form of technology. The possibility that much modern, costly medical care is "flat of the curve medicine," providing few additional health benefits, is a key reason for engaging in technology assessment. When assessment catalyzes the abandonment of interventions whose risks exceed their health benefits, it can lower the costs of health care without sacrificing its quality. For several reasons, though, clinical and policy decisions about health practices must usually depend on more than the results of a technology assessment. The poor quality of the study is sometimes the reason; an assessment may be so flawed by gaps in the data or shortcomings of the analytical methods that it cannot answer the questions posed. Traditional technology assessment also confronted imperfect data, but because its goals were narrower, it usually required less information and used more straightforward methods for analyzing the data.

To readers unfamiliar with the general approach, even rigorous and careful assessments can appear untrustworthy. Such readers may be skeptical because the new technology assessment uses novel methods and data from diverse sources. Many physicians believe that only a randomized, controlled clinical trial can provide definitive measures of the effectiveness of an intervention. The new technology assessment often includes data from randomized trials, but is not limited to them. Randomized trials usually cannot provide all the information needed for an assessment; physicians may need to decide whether to adopt a form of technology long before the results of such a trial become available, and in a trial it is not always feasible to measure all the relevant end points. Furthermore, trials are frequently performed in clinical settings different from those in which the interventions are most likely to be applied. For many interventions, ethical or logistical difficulties may preclude conducting a randomized trial. Instead of ignoring questions that cannot be answered in the rigorous framework of a trial, the new technology assessment seeks answers by applying such methods as multivariate analysis of nonexperimental data, meta-analysis, decision analysis, and economic modeling. Although both the data and the techniques are appropriate, they often make practicing physicians and biomedical researchers uncomfortable, thus limiting the acceptance of the findings.

Demonstrating scientific credibility is not the only challenge the new technology assessment faces. Even otherwise well-executed assessments may not resolve whether a form of technology is worth using, because they stop short of assessing what a change in health is worth in dollar terms. In cases in which technology assessment reveals that an intervention provides no net benefit, the assessment may be decisive. But employers and third-party payers have not promoted cost-containment programs merely to avoid paying for useless interventions. They also seek to limit the application of costly interventions that have small, albeit positive, effects on health. From a payer's point of view, an intervention must be cost effective, meaning that its health benefits are commensurate with the benefits from interventions of equal or lower cost. Although technology assessment often includes an analysis of cost effectiveness, it cannot tell us how much we should be willing to pay for a given health effect. That would require explicit value judgments, which are eschewed in both the old type of technology assessment and much of the new.

Sometimes the results of a technology assessment are used, but not in the way the authors intended. Sponsors and third-party payers often expect to use the results of an assessment to develop practice guidelines or reimbursement policies. For them, the best outcome of a study is a simple yes-or-no answer to the question, Is this intervention worthwhile? But most physicians know that few promising forms of technology are simply good or bad; their value usually depends on the clinical setting and the preferences of the patient. The benefits of immediate surgery for benign prostatic hypertrophy, for example, depend on the patient's attitude toward different states of health. It will not be easy to develop reimbursement policies that take such factors into account. Collecting detailed information about each patient is expensive, and physicians and patients can usually circumvent policies based on subjective criteria. Payers may assume with some justification that even if they agree to pay for a treatment only if it is applied to the subgroup of patients for whom it is highly cost effective, the treatment will often be given to patients for whom it is much less cost effective. Thus, studies that demonstrate a substantial benefit for a small group of patients but minimal benefit or none for a larger group may convince payers who cannot monitor or control the use of a form of technology to deny coverage altogether or to impose seemingly arbitrary rules for its use, such as age limits for hemodialysis.

Payers use reimbursement policies to contain health care expenditures because they know that clinical information is only one of many factors influencing medical practice. Characteristics of patients are only partly responsible for the widespread variations in rates of operations and other medical procedures in apparently similar populations. It seems unlikely that differences in knowledge account for these variations, which reflect the behavior of both physicians and patients. Undoubtedly, medical education and training, the organization of practice, the legal system, and peer review influence the behavior of physicians. Education, the family, the workplace, and community values can have important effects on the behavior of patients. But few influences that are amenable to policy intervention are as important as the economic incentives that both physicians and patients
face. These incentives often promote the overuse and inefficiency in health practices that are responsible for much of the variation in use. Although technology assessment is helpful for setting reimbursement policies, voluntary guidelines based on it are insufficient to impel changes in the behavior of physicians. To achieve such changes, private and public policy makers must understand how incentives shape behavior and must act on that understanding.

**Implications for Practicing Physicians**

The effects of the new technology assessment, like those of any tool, depend on the way it is used. To physicians, the new method of assessment represents both a threat and an opportunity. Government and private payers may use it to micromanage health care and interfere further with the physician-patient relationship. But it can provide physicians with critical information with which to evaluate and improve their clinical practices. To influence the future of health care, physicians need to recognize the legitimacy of the broad goals addressed by the new technology assessment. And although physicians should examine assessments with a critical eye, they should not dismiss them out of hand, even when the assessments are used to constrain practice. The new technology assessment explicitly incorporates considerations that clinicians have long claimed are integral to making decisions about the care of individual patients—the circumstances, needs, and values unique to each. In an era when government, insurance companies, and employers insist on cost containment, the new technology assessment can be the most powerful tool physicians have to protect the interests of their patients.
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**CORRESPONDENCE**

**NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY OF PLASMA FOR THE DETECTION OF MALIGNANT TUMORS**

To the Editor: When matched with biopsy and operative pathologi cal reports, our results, as well as those from certain laboratories, demonstrate that our nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)